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Company: Brainlabs

Location: Argentina

Category: arts-design-entertainment-sports-and-media

Brainlabs is a digital media agency – we’re passionate about using data and tech to craft

marketing strategies that drive real business results for clients. Our 1000+ Brainlabbers partner

with some of the world’s largest advertisers to do just that. 

Our mission is simple, we want to become the world’s largest independent media agency,

famous for delivering high performance and accelerating the careers of Brainlabbers whilst

we’re at it.

Brainlabs has always been a culture-first company. In fact, from the very beginnings of the

agency a set of shared principles, philosophies and values was documented in The

Brainlabs Handbook, helping us create our unique culture.

As with everything here we always seek to adapt and improve so The Brainlabs Handbook

has been fine-tuned to become The Brainlabs Culture Code.

This Culture Code consists of 12 codes that talk to what it means to be a Brainlabber. It’s a

joint commitment to continuous development and creating a company that we can all be

proud of, where Brainlabbers can turn up to do great work, make great friends and win

together.

You can read 

What you’d do

Financial Management: Develop and maintain robust financial processes, controls, and

systems. Oversee the preparation of monthly and annual financial statements. Manage

budgeting, forecasting, and financial planning processes for the Argentina P&L and working

capital.
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Compliance and Reporting : Ensure compliance with all relevant Argentina financial

regulations, accounting standards and tax laws. Develop and maintain financial policies

and procedures to support business growth in conjunction with our Group Finance Team.

Cash flow and local treasury items: establish and manage cash process for the local

operations. Prepare monthly analysis on inflation and foreign exchange movements.

Strategic Planning and Business Partnering: Collaborate with the Argentina team to execute

on the long-term financial strategies aligned with the company's objectives—partner with

various departments to provide financial insights and support decision-making.

Who we’re looking for

Demonstrated success in identifying and implementing process improvements to enhance

the efficiency and effectiveness of a finance team.

Someone who thrives on new challenges and who is restless in their desire to “find a better

way”.

Experience collaborating with cross-functional teams and providing financial guidance to

support decision-making.

Qualified through a recognised accounting body

Significant experience in financial management, with a strong preference for backgrounds in

the digital marketing sector.

Will demonstrate a proven track record of success in financial strategy and operations.

Strong understanding of Argentina's financial regulations, IFRS accounting standards, and

tax laws.

Proficiency in financial software, tools, and advanced spreadsheet skills.

Experience in managing multiple projects and priorities simultaneously.

Spanish speaker, fluent in English.

Experience in an international company.

How to succeed in this role



You will be evaluated based on how you live our Culture Code every day and your daily

work. 

Accurate and timely monthly financial reporting and forecasting.

Accurate and compliant reporting to local authorities in Argentina.

Foster a positive and inclusive work environment that encourages professional growth.

Embrace and adapt to business challenges driven by high growth in the region.

Ambassador of Brainlabs global process in Argentina.

The Brainlabs Community recognises you as a RADIATOR.

You partner with the Region’s business leaders to deliver optimum financial performance.

Brainlabs is proud to be an equal opportunity workplace: we are committed to equal

opportunity for all applicants and employees regardless of age, disability, sex, gender

reassignment, sexual orientation, pregnancy and maternity, race, religion, or belief, and

marriage and civil partnerships. If you have a disability or special need that requires

accommodation during the application process, please let us know!

Please note that we will never ask you to transfer cash or make any other payment to us

in order to apply for a role or to work for Brainlabs. Any such asks are fraudulent and should

be reported to the appropriate authorities in your area.
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